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Starting intuition

Rational agents value the evidence.

Q: how is this intuition captured by our probabilistic models of belief?
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Deference Characterisation

� Deference Characterisation: Rational agents value the evidence because they

defer to their informed selves, i.e. they treat their updated credal state as an

expert.

� Question: What does it mean to treat a credal state as an expert?
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Deference Principles

� Deference principles formally specify the relationship that must hold between

two credal sets for one to treat the other as an expert.

� They allow us to specify interesting constraints on a credal set. E.g. “you should

defer to your doctor’s opinion”.
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Value Reflection: Intuitive Specification

You defer to me only if, conditional on me assigning a certain probability to an event,

you assign the same probability to that event.
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Definite Descriptions

� Let Ω = {ω1, ..., ωn}.
� A definite description of a credal set is a function R that associates to each

possibility ωi a credal set Ri .

Example

� Ω = {ω1, ω2}, ω1 = Biden wins, ω2 = Trump wins.

� E.g. R = “The (current) credal set of the next US president”.

� R1 = Joe Biden’s current credal set.

� R2 = Donald Trump’s current credal set.

� For S ⊆ R, let [R(A) = S ] be the event that S is the set of probability values R

assigns to A, i.e. {ωi : Ri (A) = S}.
� E.g. [R({ω2}) = {1}] is the event that the next US president is (currently) fully

confident Trump will will the election.
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Value Reflection: Formal Definition

� Let Π be your credal set.

Value Reflection

You defer to R iff for every event A ⊆ Ω and value set S ⊆ R:

Π(A|[R(A) = S ]) = S (1)

whenever this conditional credal set is defined.

� Fact: all coherent precise agents defer to their updated credences under Value

Reflection.

� Problem: some coherent IP agents do not defer to their updated credences under

Value Reflection.
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Total Trust: Intuitive Specification

You defer to me only if you prefer (don’t disprefer) whatever is in the orange box to

the orange medicine, and you prefer (don’t disprefer) whatever is in the green box to

the green medicine.
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Total Trust: Formal Definition

� Let Π be your (regular) credal set.

� For any credal set P, let DP = {X : p(X ) > 0 for all p ∈ P}
� Let [X ∈ DR ] be the event that R finds X strictly desirable, i.e. {ωi : X ∈ DRi

}.

Strong Total Trust (S-Trust)

You defer to R iff for every gamble

X : Ω → R:

X ∈ DΠ(·|[X∈DR ]) (2)

whenever this conditional credal set is

defined.

Weak Total Trust (W-Trust)

You defer to R iff for every gamble

X : Ω → R:

−X /∈ DΠ(·|[X∈DR ]) (3)

whenever this conditional credal set is

defined.
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Deference to Informed Self

Proposition

Let Π be a regular credal set, E = {E1, ...,En} a partition, and R the credal set

obtained by updating Π on whichever Ei is true. Then Π S-Trusts R.

� So agents with coherent imprecise credences defer to their informed selves, in the

sense of S-Trust.

� This is a way in which they value the evidence.
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Thanks!

See you at the poster session!
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The Value of Evidence

I We like to think rational agents value learning new evidence. Here is one
way to capture this intuition:

Good’s Theorem
For an agent with coherent precise credences, it is never admissible
to pay in order to avoid learning free evidence in a sequential decision
problem [1].

I Problem: For agents with coherent imprecise credences, it is sometimes
admissible to pay in order to avoid learning free evidence in a sequential
decision problems [2, 3].

I But sequential decision theory comes with a number of philosophical
questions (e.g. what counts as an available action?) [4]. Whether Good’s
theorem holds for IP agents depends on how we answer these questions.

I Question: Can we capture the intuition that rational agents value the
evidence without appealing to sequential decision theory?
. Value of Evidence - Deference (VE-D): An agent values the evidence

when, for any partition E , she defers to her credences updated on the
true Ei ∈ E .

Deference Principles and Imprecise Probabilities

I Let Π be a regular credal set. Let R be the definite description of a credal
set, meaning that R may denote a different credal set Ri depending on
which ωi ∈ Ω is the case. We use π and p instead of Π and R when both
credal sets are singletons.

I Deference Principles specify the relationship that must hold between Π
and R for the former to treat the latter as an expert.

I Fact: For any partition E , an agent with coherent precise credences defers
to her credences updated on whichever Ei ∈ E is true when deference is
defined by Precise Reflection.

Precise Reflection

π defers to p iff, for every event A ⊆ Ω and s ∈ R:
π(A| [p(A) = s]) = s (1)

whenever this conditional probability is defined, where [p(A) = s] =
{ωi : pi(A) = s}.

I Here is a natural generalisation of Precise Reflection to the imprecise case:

Value Reflection

Π defers to R iff for every event A ⊆ Ω and value set S ⊆ R:
Π(A|[R(A) = S]) = S (2)

whenever this conditional credal set is defined, where [R(A) = S] =
{ωi : Ri(A) = S}

I Problem: Sometimes IP agents do not defer to their updated credences
according to Value Reflection. There are cases where you are sure that you
will have R(A) = (0,1) after learning the true element of a partition, but you
have Π(A) 6= (0,1) before learning [5].

Objective

Find a notion of deference for IP that satisfies the following desiderata:
1. (D1) It captures intuitions about what it means to defer to an expert.
2. (D2) For any partition E , an agent with coherent IP credences defers to their

credences updated on the true Ei ∈ E .
3. (D3) It collapses to a reasonable precise deference principle when all

credences involved are precise.

Two Deference Principles for Imprecise Probabilities

I For any credal set P, let DP = {X : p(X ) > 0 for every p ∈ P} its
corresponding set of desirable gambles.

Strong Total Trust (S-Trust)

Π defers to R iff for every gamble X :
Ω→ R:

X ∈ DΠ(·|[X∈DR]) (3)
whenever this conditional credal set
is defined, where [X ∈ DR] = {ωi ∈
Ω : X ∈ DRi}.

Weak Total Trust (W-Trust)

Π defers to R iff for every gamble X :
Ω→ R:

−X /∈ DΠ(·|[X∈DR]) (4)
whenever this conditional credal set
is defined, where [X ∈ DR] = {ωi ∈
Ω : X ∈ DRi}.

D1: Capture Deference Intuition

I Let A = {a1,a2} a binary decision problem. The black-box option si is
equivalent to R’s preferred option in A, if R has a strict preference in A, and
is equivalent to ai otherwise.

I Intuition: if you consider R to be an expert, you should prefer/not disprefer
the black-box option si to ai.

Proposition 1
Π S-Trusts R iff for every problem
A = {a1,a2}:
1. If [s1 6= a1] 6= ∅, then Π strictly

prefers s1 to a1,
2. if [s2 6= a2] 6= ∅, then Π strictly

prefers s2 to a2.

Proposition 2
Π W-Trusts R iff for every problem
A = {a1,a2}:
1. Π does not strictly prefer a1 to s1,
2. Π does not strictly prefer a2 to s2.

D2: Defer to Informed Self

I Coherent IP agents value the evidence by deferring to their informed selves
(VE-D).

Proposition 3
Let Π be a regular credal set, E = {E1, ...,Ek} be a partition such that
Π(·|Es) is defined for every Es ∈ E , and denote by R the credal set
obtained by updating Π on whichever Es ∈ E is true. Then Π S-Trusts
R.

D3: Reasonable Precise Restriction

I If both Π and R are singletons, then both STT and WTT are equivalent to
the following precise deference principle, defended in [6]:

Total Trust

π defers to p iff for every gamble X :
π(X | [p(X ) ≥ 0]) ≥ 0 (5)

whenever this conditional prevision is defined, where [p(X ) ≥ 0] = {ωi :
pi(X ) ≥ 0}

Open Questions

I Can W/S-Trust be modified to produce interesting constraints, of the kind
expressed by Propositions 1 and 2, for arbitrary decision problems?

I Can we extend Total Trust to an IP deference principle that is sensitive to
differences between credal sets which are not reflected in their sets of
desirable gambles?
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